Look for these other great products from Learning Resources®:
LER 1115  Butterfly Life Cycle Stamps
LER 1801  Giant Inflatable Butterfly Life Cycle
LER 1802  Giant Inflatable Frog Life Cycle
LER 2733  Chick Life Cycle Exploration Set
LER 5160  Count & Seek Pet House™ – A Beginning Addition Game
LER 6041  Giant Magnetic Frog Life Cycle
Let's Grow!
The Life Cycles Game

A fun way to picture early science!

WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.
**Contents**
- Game board
- 16 Puzzle pieces (4 each of green, blue, yellow, and orange)
- 4 Puzzle game cards
- 4 Game pawns (require assembly)
- Spinner

**Object of the Game**
Be the first player to correctly complete all four stages of your life-cycle puzzle.

**Setup**
1. Sort the 16 puzzle pieces into four piles by color (green, blue, yellow, and orange).
2. Place each group of pieces into the matching color stages on the game board (picture-side down).
3. Choose one of the life-cycle puzzles to complete: plant, chicken, butterfly, or frog (one per player).
4. Attach the tops of the game pawns to the bottoms.
5. Choose the game pawn that matches your puzzle card and place it on Start on the game board.

**How to Play**
1. The youngest player spins first.
2. Move your pawn clockwise the number of spaces shown on the spinner (follow the arrows on the game board).
   
   **Note:** Only one player may occupy a single space on the board at any time. If the space you need to land on is occupied, move ahead to the next available space.
3. If you land on a plain space, flip over any one of the color puzzle pieces from that stage for all players to see.
   - If the puzzle piece completes the stage on your puzzle card, place it into your card.
   - If the puzzle piece does not complete the stage on your puzzle card, flip it back over and return it to its spot on the board.
   - Pay very close attention to what pictures are flipped over in each stage to help you remember and complete your life-cycle puzzle.
   - If you have already filled in a stage on your puzzle card with its matching picture, you must still flip a puzzle piece over for other players to see on your turn.

4. Play continues to the left.

5. If you land on Pick 2, flip over any two of the puzzle pieces from that matching stage to see if either completes the stage on your puzzle card.
   - If one of the puzzle pieces completes the stage on your puzzle card, place it into your card.
   - If neither of the puzzle pieces completes the stage on your puzzle card, flip both pieces back over and return them to their spots on the board.

6. If you land on Wild, you may move to any available spot on the game board and choose a puzzle piece or pieces from that stage.

7. The first player to correctly complete all four stages of the life-cycle puzzle wins.
   - Use the images inside the box insert to help check completed life-cycle puzzles.

For very young players: Place all the puzzle pieces picture-side up in the stages on the game board to eliminate the memory match and simplify game play.